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Pero produce company



Since 1908, Pen Family Farms has grown the highest quality fresh vegetables with the unparalleled passion and pride you expect from the 5th generation farming family. Today we offer a wide range of high quality, naturally nutritious plant foods that are conveniently prepared and packaged for you and your family to
enjoy for every occasion to eat. We believe that the decisions we make about what we eat, where it comes from and how it is prepared have a direct and powerful impact on the health of our families and on the environment on which we depend for future generations. We do not just grow vegetables, we bring nutrition,
comfort and diversity to people who demand clean healthy plant foods with exceptional freshness and quality; This is what we have been doing with pride and passion since 1908. Daily offers are special savings - these can change in an hour, so take a frequent look, get offers Place your production orders efficiently and
conveniently with our ordering system Order View online or print out a complete product order guide to help you with the ordering process. View/Print Guide Look here to see what's new and coming. One of the best ways to set up your business unlike the others. The simple desire to build a family business with products
through hard work and focus on quality was the seed that has grown us into a leading global product company. The seed was planted by the Giumarra family more than 90 years ago. Today, giumarra society is recognized for setting standards of excellence in the world of fresh products, while remaining true to its core
values of commitment to soil and the people who grow and consume our products.
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